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Startup process for dynamic speed indication models(inc. smiley face)
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Pressing the RESET button on the underside of the sign will force
the sign to restart/ reboot. When changing batteries if your sign
does not automatically startup press this button.

Sign will not react to approaching traffic properly if the startup process
does not complete successfully as shown in this diagram.

Test process for dynamic speed indication models (inc. smiley face)
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message.
Pressing the TEST button illuminates the sign sequentially with all
segments lighting one at a time while over & under speed messages
illuminate in alternate. Test direction is clockwise

This test process is a simple way of checking the correct functionality
of the led’s which make up any speed sign

Startup process for fixed message formats.
10-15 seconds
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A few seconds later
the sign will flash
briefly. The sign has
completed a successful
startup routine

will return to
3 Sign
dormant state waiting
for traffic to approach

Pressing the RESET button on the underside of the sign will force
the sign to restart/ reboot. When changing batteries if your sign
does not automatically startup press this button.

Sign will not react to approaching traffic properly if the startup process
does not complete successfully as shown in this diagram.

Test process for fixed message formats.

sign to
1 Connect
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Press the test button,
all led’s will light.

test button is
3 After
released sign will return
to dormant state.

Pressing the TEST button on the underside of the sign instructs the
system to illuminate all led’s. This basic process gives a visual
reference that the sign is powered & working.

A basic testing process which shows whether your sign has power
& is operational.

Startup process for dynamic speed smiley face models.
10-15 seconds

sign to
1 Connect
12v power source

2

Centre segments
both flash Yellow
and go out.

A few seconds later the RED
3 face
& SLOW DOWN will
flash briefly to signify correct
setup has been achieved

returns to dormant state with no led’s illuminated, any approaching traffic will be detected and the sign
4 Sign
will respond in either UNDER or OVER speed state depending on the vehicle speed.

Pressing the RESET button on the underside of the sign will force
the sign to restart/ reboot. When changing batteries if your sign
does not automatically startup press this button.

The test button sequence for Smiley faced signs & signs with an UNDER SPEED led
display are the same as standard YOUR SPEED signs. The only difference you will see is an
alternating display of OVER & UNDER speed messages as the Yellow segments cycle.

Sign will not react to approaching traffic properly if the startup process
does not complete successfully as shown in this diagram.

USB ports- DATA and Engineering Only.

DATA

E1

E2

There are a total of 3 USB ports on the underside of your sign. Only one of
these, the DATA port is designed for your use.
All USB ports marked E are for engineering purposes only. To access E ports
specialist software is required; without engineering software these ports are
of no use whatsoever. Please do not connect to any port other than DATA.

To download usage data insert a BLANK USB stick into the DATA port
To change sign settings insert a USB stick with revised sgconfig.txt file.

Retrieving stored data- signs with 88 matrix fitted.
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Data is now being downloaded
to the USB stick. Do NOTHING,
wait for all the led’s to turn off.
Removing the USB stick when
the sign face is illuminated will
prevent a successful data
download. You MUST wait for
the sign led’s to go out before
removing your USB stick.

sure the sign
With a BLANK USB
1 Make
has 12v power and has 3 stick installed in the
completed the startup
data port the sign will
routine properly

all data has been
5 Once
downloaded the sign
will return to this

display an E like this

dormant state.
Insert a BLANK USB stick into the data port
located under the sign face.
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Your traffic data is stored in open source database file format allowing you
to open & view your files on any device.

Retrieving stored data- fixed message signs.

Data is being
downloaded!

4

Data is now being downloaded
to the USB stick. Do NOTHING,
wait for all the led’s to turn off.
Removing the USB stick when
the sign face is illuminated will
prevent a successful data
download. You MUST wait for
the sign led’s to go out before
removing your USB stick.

sure the sign
With a BLANK USB
1 Make
has 12v power and has 3 stick installed in the
completed the startup
data port the sign will
routine properly

illuminate like this.

2

all data has been
5 Once
downloaded the sign
will return to this
dormant state.
Insert a BLANK USB stick into the data port
located under the sign face.

Your traffic data is stored in open source database file format allowing you
to open & view your files on any device.

Mounting cradle- principles
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The latest speed sign design utilises our new mounting cradle. Fabricated from
10mm welded aluminium each clamp is made to a unique in-house design.
Using this clamp system you can work with the range of post diameters shown
here. The secondary measurement indicates the length of M10 studding needed
to span the post size. As standard we supply 150mm stud length (x4 per cradle).
Longer lengths can be supplied. M10 studding is easily available from outlets
such as Screwfix.

One standard mounting cradle allows you to securely clamp you sign to
post from 50 to 200mm in diameter. No special tools, no additional
clips, straps or specialist devices.

Attaching the mounting cradle

Front cradle
Rear cradle
M10 studding
M10 nut
Repeated on both sides;
Total studding lengths x4
Total nuts needed x8

3D Perspective view

Mounting cradles are clamp on design; the two cradle assemblies are clamped tightly around the post
4 lengths of M10 studding. Both cradles can be loosely connected around the mounting post.
Now slide both assemblies up to the mounting height (around 2.5m from the ground).
Before final tightening twist the cradle assembly so it faces into the roadway you are monitoring.
(see aiming cradle diagram).

Aiming your cradle.

A

B

Every speed sign should ideally face oncoming traffic at a slight angle as shown
in Fig. B. This slight angling allows you to concentrate detection on the roadway
rather than wasting detection capacity on empty pavements & grass verges.
Figure B2 shows the angle effect over distance. The simplest way of angling
the sign is to just angle the mounting cradle slightly thus ensuring when the sign
drops in it will face traffic correctly.

B2

Changing the settings on your sign.
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your new
5 Once
settings are installed
the sign will revert
to being dormant.
Insert a USB stick into the data port which has
your updated configurations. The file needs to
be called sgconfig.txt, it must be the only file
on your USB stick

If you are having trouble creating the correct sgconfig.txt file needed to
change settings we can build & email you the file you need. Contact us.

Software settings- at a glance.
#define DEFAULT_SIGN_ACTIVE_MIN_SPEED
#define DEFAULT_SIGN_ACTIVE_MAX_SPEED

15
70

This setting can be thought of as the master Start/ Stop control.
ACTIVE MIN= Start sign working ACTIVE MAX= Stop sign working.

START
STOP

#define NUMERIC_DIGITS_ON_SPEED
#define NUMERIC_DIGITS_OFF_SPEED

15
60

This setting defines the MIN and MAX speed displayed on the 88 Matrix.
The OFF SPEED setting acts as a display cut-out for “Boy Racers”

#define DEFAULT_GOOD_OUTPUT_ON_SPEED
#define DEFAULT_GOOD_OUTPUT_OFF_SPEED
#define DEFAULT_GOOD_OUTPUT_FLASHES

15
30
0

These settings control UNDER SPEED led’s such as Green Smiley Faces or
Thank You messages. Set turn ON speed to your under speed limit.
Set OFF speed to 1mph UNDER your BAD_OUTPUT_ON_SPEED.
Led’s will flash if OUTPUT_FLASHES is set to 1

#define DEFAULT_BAD_OUTPUT_ON_SPEED
#define DEFAULT_BAD_OUTPUT_OFF_SPEED
#define DEFAULT_BAD_OUTPUT_FLASHES

31
50
0

These settings control OVER SPEED led’s such as Red Smiley Faces or
White SLOW DOWN messages. Set turn ON speed at your speed limit.
Set turn OFF speed at speed limit Plus margin (this setting can be used to save power)
Led’s will flash if OUTPUT_FLASHES is set to 1

Avoiding
Setting
Overlap

#define DEFAULT_GOOD_OUTPUT_OFF_SPEED
#define DEFAULT_BAD_OUTPUT_ON_SPEED

30
30

THIS SETTING IS INCORRECT.
With GOOD output OFF and BAD output ON set to the SAME speed the
GREEN & RED led’s will illuminate at the same time.

Setting overlaps are where your UNDER speed message clashes with your OVER
speed message, causing GOOD & BAD led’s to come on at the same time.
#define DEFAULT_GOOD_OUTPUT_OFF_SPEED
#define DEFAULT_BAD_OUTPUT_ON_SPEED
THIS SETTING IS CORRECT.
With GOOD output OFF and BAD output ON set with a 1mph difference
GREEN & RED led’s will NOT illuminate at the same time

30
31

This sample sgconfig.txt file will make this
sign operate like this;
Start at
Stop at

15mph
70mph

Matrix numbers on at
Matrix numbers off at

15mph
60mph

Green face on at
Green face off at
Make Green face flash

15mph
30mph
NO

Red face/ Slow Down on at
Red face/ Slow Down off at
Make Red face &Slow down flash

31mph
50mph
YES

sgconfig.txt
#define DEFAULT_SIGN_ACTIVE_MIN_SPEED
#define DEFAULT_SIGN_ACTIVE_MAX_SPEED

15
70

#define NUMERIC_DIGITS_ON_SPEED
#define NUMERIC_DIGITS_OFF_SPEED

15
60

#define DEFAULT_GOOD_OUTPUT_ON_SPEED
#define DEFAULT_GOOD_OUTPUT_OFF_SPEED
#define DEFAULT_GOOD_OUTPUT_FLASHES

15
30
0

#define DEFAULT_BAD_OUTPUT_ON_SPEED
#define DEFAULT_BAD_OUTPUT_OFF_SPEED
#define DEFAULT_BAD_OUTPUT_FLASHES

31
50
1

Your sign looks at a set of #define software settings. More sophisticated than old fashioned buttons
or switches this software setup allows you to control many aspects of how your sign works, including
important ON/ OFF speed limits.
Windows NOTEPAD is used to create a text file which must be named sgconfig.txt. This small text
file tells your sign what you want it to do. The sample #define software settings above have a colour
coded explanation which tells you which pieces of text control which parts of the sign.
If you want to create your own sgconfig.txt file simply copy the example show above, the writing
must be EXACTLY as shown without the coloured brackets. The numbers on the right hand can
be changed to match the SPEEDS you want your sign to respond to.
Custom sgconfig.txt files can be written for you and sent via email. Contact us for help with config.txt

CORRECT

If lugs are not in this position sign is NOT
fitted correctly.

Lugs on rear of sign locating pin assembly
MUST be slotted into place as shown here.

INCORRECT

With the mounting cradle securely bolted onto the mounting post it is time to fit the sign. To do this
simply pick the sign up using the integral carrying handle. Lift the sign above the cradle and lower the
locating pin on the back of the sign into the box section component of the cradle. When the sign
reaches the correct position the “ears”on the locating pin will mesh with the mounting cradle preventing
rocking movement. There is a hole in the mounting pin to allow you to padlock or bolt the sign to
prevent theft.

Fitting the sign.

Lift the battery pack using the integral handle. Lower the mounting pin into the receptor build into
the cradle mount bolted to the mounting post. There is a master power cable on the battery
pack ( ). Attach this cable to the master power input of the sign ( ) If using solar panels these
drop into ( ) with the electrical hook up points shown by ( ). Battery assembly can be locked
or bolted to the mounting bracket using the hole at the bottom of the mounting pin ( )

Loop for small padlock used to secure
battery access flap (lock not supplied).

Master 12v power output to sign

Quick release power connections
for both solar panels.

Also incorporated is a
dedicated lithium solar
controller along with
mounting points for x2 solar
panel assemblies.

The lithium ion battery system
incorporates space for up to 40ah
of 12v battery capacity.

Fitting the lithium ion battery pack.

DO NOT MOVE assembly with batteries inside.

Due to the larger size & weight of lead acid batteries the drop in mounting
pin assembly is double up; there are two pins which drop into two matching
receivers build into the cradle mount.

Lead acid & Lithium Ion battery systems both use the same
mounting cradle system which allows the battery pack assembly
to be simply “dropped in”.

Built in lock to secure cabinet door.

Master 12v power output to sign

Quick release power connections
for both solar panels.

Also incorporated is a
dedicated SLA solar
controller along with
mounting points for x2 solar
panel assemblies.

The lead acid battery system
incorporates space for up to 40ah
of 12v battery capacity. (x2 20ah batteries).

Fitting the lead acid battery pack.

Lithium Ion tripod system
A lightweight aluminium tripod assembly modified specifically for
speed sign applications.
A modified small diameter mounting cradle bolts to the head
of the tripod assembly. This cradle facilitates simple “drop-in”
installation of both the main sign assembly and battery
containment module.
Compact lithium ion batteries allow for a small, lightweight
battery containment module which offers 40ah of power
storage.
The idea behind this system is to allow a standard sign system
to be mounted to an affordable, stable tripod.
We always recommend that the three base plates be loaded
with counterweights to increase stability. Each tripod is
fitted with specially designed feet which allow counter
weights to be used to “pin” the tripod to the ground.

Common sense should be used when deciding when & where to site a
tripod system. Very windy conditions, rough, uneven ground or steep slopes
should all be avoided. If in doubt use caution.
5mm thick welded aluminium pivoted feet. Designed to spread load these feet are shaped
to allow additional weighting; sandbags, breeze blocks or water bottles.

Lead Acid tripod system.
A lightweight aluminium tripod assembly modified specifically for
speed sign applications.
A modified small diameter mounting cradle bolts to the head
of the tripod assembly. This cradle facilitates simple “drop-in”
installation of both the main sign assembly and battery
containment module.
Lead acid batteries are larger & heavier than lithium so
this model has a larger containment module capable of housing
and using the power from x2 20ah SLA batteries (40ah total
power).
The idea behind this system is to allow a standard sign system
to be mounted to an affordable, stable tripod.
We always recommend that the three base plates be loaded
with counterweights to increase stability. Each tripod is
fitted with specially designed feet which allow counter
weights to be used to “pin” the tripod to the ground.

Common sense should be used when deciding when & where to site a
tripod system. Very windy conditions, rough, uneven ground or steep slopes
should all be avoided. If in doubt use caution.
5mm thick welded aluminium pivoted feet. Designed to spread load these feet are shaped
to allow additional weighting; sandbags, breeze blocks or water bottles.

Solar assisted power- controller
Standard controller type.
(SLA & LiON variants used).

What the lights mean.
The RED led on the controller will come on
when it detects electricity being generated by
the solar panel(s) connected to the sign.
At night & in bad weather this light goes out
indicating there is no solar energy to be
converted into electricity.

A B C

A= Solar panel input connection
B= Battery input connection
C= Load (sign) output connection

The GREEN led on the controller indicates that the system has detected 12v power, this is not the same as
detecting electricity from the solar panel(s). With the GREEN led on you know the battery is delivering
power to the on board electronics. If the RED & GREEN lights are both on then the solar panels are putting
charge into the battery system, the battery system is working to operate the sign.
SOLAR RECHARGE RATES ARE ENTIRELY WEATHER & SEASONALLY DEPENDENT

Solar assisted power- panel checklist.
Solar panels convert solar energy into electrical power.
It is important to install & operate your panel(s) properly.
Being realistic about renewable solar power is also
important. Winter sunlight is energy poor so nature
does not provide the power your panels need for
maximum electricity generation. Solar panels work
more efficiently in warm weather, something else to
consider.
On hot sunny days your solar panels are working
at optimal condition, making as much electricity
as they can. Your solar system is rated for a
maximum recharge rate & capacity- a finite amount
of power can safely be generated & stored.

Do not mount under foliage
Avoid areas in permanent shade
Keep glass frontage clean
Aim panels in different directions to
capture maximum power during the day.
Replace cracked/ broken panels

Warranty information.
As standard all speed sign products are supplied with a proper
2 year RTB warranty.
In the event that your sign develops a fault please email;
sgadmin@btconnect.com asking for a return number.
With a valid return number simply pack just the sign and stick on
our return label; making sure you note the return number given to you.
Once your sign has been verified as working properly
it will be shipped back to you ready for immediate use.

Comprehensive return
to base warranty

Terms & conditions apply; warranty documentation can be requested email sgadmin@btconnect.com

There are NO user serviceable parts inside your sign. DIY repair attempts
are not possible & will simply void any remaining period of warranty.

Type A trolley system.
This basic trolley system is modelled on a sack trolley design
but is custom build from heavy gauge aluminium.
The sign assembly is a standard design with the same drop
on mounting pin used with the mounting cradle. Position the
trolley where needed, place the water filled counter weight
bottle on the baseplate; slide the rear facing stabiliser out from
the base.
The trolley is now ready for the sign assembly to be dropped
into place.
Type A trolley systems are compatible with lead acid or
lithium batteries; for this application the weight of lead acid
is an advantage.
Built onto the rear of the trolley is a facility for mounting a drop in
battery pack.
This trolley system can be used with standard drop in signs,
battery packs & their attendant solar panel(s).

Common sense should be used when deciding when & where to site a
trolley system. Very windy conditions, rough, uneven ground or steep slopes
should all be avoided. If in doubt use caution.
Counter weighting is required for ALL trolley and tripod formats. The extra weight applied
low down to the assemblies acts to counter wind loading which wants to tip the sign over.

Type B trolley system.
This more advanced trolley system allows for signs to be
mounted higher up than the Type A alternative.
Type B trolley design incorporates extendable side stabilisers
with winding feet . A slide forward front stabiliser coupled with
a fold down handle/ support arm is fitted to the rear.
With all stabilising devices fully deployed this trolley has a
base foot print of around 1.2m2
The main mast can be extended in height by dropping in
a simple booster section.
Either side of the main mast are two weighting platforms
which house the two water containers which, when filled
provide additional stability (supplied).
Type B trolley systems accept standard sign, battery and solar
array assemblies. Type A & B trolleys can be used retrospectively
with existing sign systems.

Common sense and caution should be used when
deciding when & where to site any trolley or tripod
assembly.
Counter weighting is required for ALL trolley and tripod formats. The extra weight applied
low down to the assemblies acts to counter wind loading which wants to tip the sign over.

Battery powered systems; Lithium ION

LiON

Lithium ION batteries use coils of tightly wound lithium metal to store
electrical energy. Combining several individual batteries (cells) allows the
manufacturer to increase the storage capacity of the final battery. Storage
capacity for batteries is measured in Amps per Hour (Ah).

L I T H I U M I O N

Speed signs are powered by batteries with a 20Ah capacity, two of these
batteries can be fitted into the sign allowing the available energy store to be doubled.
As standard TWO batteries are supplied. If you want to operate both batteries
together (40Ah) you will need to either purchase additional spare batteries or
accept that the sign will be inoperable when fitted batteries are on mains recharge.
Lithium ION batteries are lighter and can be put through more charge/ discharge cycles than SLA
alternatives.

Mains charging process
Two 20ah lithium
batteries are
supplied per
speed sign system.

LiON

0 I

L I T H I U M I O N

1

Extra batteries
available at extra
cost.

Insert mains charger into mains socket; Green led on charger
should be illuminated. Mains power found for charger.

NOTE.
Batteries are
consumable items &
will need to be
replaced at some
point in the future.

20ah
0 I

2
Connect the output cable of the charger to the female connector
of the battery. There is only one way the cables fit together.

Connect to mains charger before
first use; if charger led turns Red
this shows battery needs to be left
on mains charge (see left column).

0 I

3
On the battery there is a small Black switch; flip this into the ON
position. With the switch in the ON state a small Red Led on the
battery illuminates. At the same time the Led on the charger will
turn from Green to Red.
The lithium battery is now under mains charging. Do nothing
else at this stage.

4

0 I

When the charged battery is placed
in the sign you MUST flip the power
switch to the ON position.
There is a reminder label on the
battery. If the Red led on the battery
does not light up the switch is in the
OFF position or the battery is flat
and needs to be recharged.

0 I
0 I

0 I

When the charger light turns back from Red to Green this
indicates the battery has reached full charge.

5

0 I
0 I

Battery switch OFF.
No Red led. Sign will
not work, no power.
Battery switch ON.
Red led. Sign will
work, battery charged.
Battery switch ON.
No Red led. Sign will
not work, battery flat.

Flip the battery switch to the OFF position. The Red battery led will
go out. Now disconnect the charger cable from the battery.
Unplug charger from mains socket. Mains charging now finished.

Lithium Ion batteries require special recharging devices- do NOT use
conventional charging systems which are designed for lead acid batteries.
Special chargers are supplied to you- use only these.
Lithium powered SID signs have special solar regulators fitted.

Battery powered systems; Sealed Lead Acid (SLA).
Sealed lead acid (SLA) batteries consist of lead plates surrounded by an
acid fluid. Unlike conventional lead acid batteries sealed or gel acid models
trap the liquid acid in an internal membrane, this allows the battery to be
non-spill format.

SLA
S E A L E D

L E A D

A C I D

SLA battery technology is an old but tried, tested and well understood method
of storing electricity. The down sides of SLA are the weight & bulk of the final battery; factors dictated by
the lead used. The advantages offered by SLA technology are cost effectiveness & reliability. SLA also
give a simple recycling pathway; lithium recycling is still in it’s early stages.
Sealed Lead Acid equipped speed signs are supplied with a pair of 20ah batteries. One battery is used
in the sign whilst the second is held in reserve fully charged ready to replace the battery inside the sign
when it becomes depleted. This is the standard configuration for all battery signs unless otherwise
agreed at the point of order.
The latest generation of battery enclosures allow two 20ah SLA batteries to be used in tandem. This gives
longer intervals between battery changes. Please note, running both batteries together means there are
no fully charged spare batteries ready for immediate use. Extra batteries can be purchased or a sign can
be left unpowered whilst the batteries are removed and put on mains charge. This choice is made by the
user.

Mains charging process

Remove the battery from the sign
and move it to somewhere dry with
a 240v mains plug socket.
Attach the colour coded crocodile clips
of the charger to the matching terminals
on the battery. Plug the charger into the
240v plug socket and turn the switch
on the socket to the ON position
Charge time
How long the battery needs to be left on charge
depends on how flat it was. We recommend that
the minimum charge time is at least 12 hours. In most
cases 24 hour charge times are best.

20ah BATTERY

(Front view)

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES ALLOW ELECTRICALLY CONDUCTIVE
MATERIAL TO TOUCH BOTH TERMINALS OF THE BATTERY AT THE SAME
TIME. THIS CAUSES A SHORT CIRCUIT WHICH IS VERY DANGEROUS, IN
SOME CIRCUMSTANCES THE BATTERY CAN EXPLODE.

Time between recharges
How frequently you need to recharge your batteries depends on how many times your sign is called
into action by passing traffic. On quiet roads with little traffic a fully charged 20ah SLA battery can last
for a considerable time because the led’s in your sign aren’t asked to light very often. On busy roads
with lots of traffic the opposite is true, lots of traffic means your sign lights up all the time rapidly using up
the electricity stored inside. Remember, batteries store a fixed amount of power which will run out at
some point.
If your battery power sign has solar panels supplied with it these are designed to slow the speed at
which your battery(ies) are depleted. The idea is to extent the time between mains recharging to as
long as possible. In some situations when the weather is good and the traffic volumes are in balance
solar panels can keep pace with recharging the battery(ies). In other situations when the weather is
bad the solar panels will provide little or no power back into the battery(ies).

A gentle 500ma mains charger is supplied with your sign. This charger gently
replenishes stored electricity without being physically capable of damaging
the internal components of the battery. You may use your own charger if you
wish but it should be rated at no more than 2amp hour.
Lead Acid chargers must NOT be used on lithium batteries & vice versa.

Advice to users....
In most cases the prime cause of a sign “not working” is simply a lack of power. Every battery powered sign
is shipped with brand new batteries which the user is asked to monitor, maintain and mains recharge
as and when required. If a proper battery maintenance regime is not in place your sign will run out of
power at random intervals. This is NOT a fault or defect with the product; it is operator error. This is NOT
covered under warranty. Signs collected under warranty which are found to be suffering from nothing
more than a lack of 12v power will be subject to charges to cover the time and courier expense we have
incurred trying to track a “fault” which does not exist.
Options for upgraded battery use include bigger batteries, more solar panels or the addition of wind
turbines. These are all options which can be provided at extra cost as part of an upgrade package.
Upgrades can be tailored to your exact requirements & budgets.
If you do not want to change & recharge batteries the obvious solution is to switch to mains operation.
Newer models of our signs have mains convertors built in allowing you to run from either mains or
battery power. Older models can be converted to mains use quickly and cheaply. Once connected to
mains power a sign can be left to quietly do it’s job without any user input aside from a clean now
and then.

Check this manual first.....
If you experience a problem with your sign please check this manual before doing anything else. A
lot of effort has gone into describing how the signs work, 99% of issues are solved by simply
reading the instructions contained in this document.

Consider your location.....
Have you positioned your solar panels in the most effective directions? Are your batteries being
checked & charged on a routine basis? Are your solar panels under tree foliage or in permanent
shade cast by buildings nearby? These basic considerations have a big impact on the way in which
your sign will be maintained or operated.
Is the roadway very busy?
If you place a battery powered speed sign on a busy road it will use more power than a sign on
a quite country backwater. This needs to be considered by the operator; only you know how often
you are prepared to change batteries. Some people are happy to change batteries every few days
some people expect to change batteries every few weeks.
All signs work from 12v DC power, as long as this is available they will work. Working with you
to make sure your sign has 12v power for an acceptable period using battery storage is something
we can help you with. As standard signs are configured for use as a temporary, portable device;
the standard battery/ solar package is matched to this usage.

Never attempt DIY repair....
If there is something wrong with your sign we will fix it for you. Please do not bother trying to
take your sign apart; there is nothing inside you can repair or replace yourself.
Not taking your sign apart is a condition of your warranty; if you ignore this your warranty will
be null and void. We are friendly, reasonable people so there is no need to worry about returning
your signs, we will always try to fix any problem as quickly & cost effectively as possible.

Ask before returning....
We have a proper returns procedure which needs to be followed. Any item shipped to us without the
appropriate returns authorisation number cannot be accepted into our factory. If you need to return
something please call 01425 656 143 and talk to us.

Under development....
Automatic camera image & speed capture......
An affordable speed camera system which records images of speeding vehicles
along with actual speed data as determined by radar detection.
Designed as either a standalone system or integrated with a speed sign the
camera system has it’s own dedicated radar detector and data logging system.
Measuring receding traffic the camera system automatically records any
vehicle which has exceeded the limit set by the user.
This device is designed for advisory NOT prosecution purposes. A
private commercial site enforcing speed limits or a community speed
watch looking to automate the capture of offending vehicle details; this affordable system has been
designed wit you in mind.
To find out more about this system please get in touch.

Mobile phone alert signage.....
A dedicated sign system which reacts to the presence of mobile phone signals.
Using sophisticated hard & software this system can calculate whether or not
a mobile phone is being used by an approaching driver. If a mobile phone is
detected as being in use the system automatically illuminates warning that the
offence has been detected.
Bluetooth filtering and other more advanced sub systems are being incorporated
into the design of this system along with the ability to connect our automatic
camera capture system.

0800 413 892
CNC Waterjet profiling
CNC Laser cutting
CNC Routing
MiG & TiG Welding
Powder Coating
Wet Spraying
Plastic forming & moulding
PCB design
PCB assembly

On site engineering
support available....

Installation
Servicing
Training
Always ready to help!

Software development
Proud suppliers to some of the biggest companies in Britain

SmartGr up
M A N U F A C T U R I N G

13 The Glenmore Centre, Old Brickyard Road, Sandleheath, Fordingbridge,
Hampshire. SP6 1TE.
01425 656 143

0800 413 892

sales@smart-group.co.uk

General terms & conditions and speed sign warranty terms & conditions available on request.
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Accredited to ISO 9001
Quality Assurance
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